Abstract—ML accelerators have largely focused on building general platforms for deep neural networks (DNNs), but less so on shallow machine learning (SML) algorithms. This paper proposes Axiline, a compact, configurable, template-based generator for SML hardware acceleration. Axiline identifies computational kernels as templates that are common to these algorithms and builds a pipelined accelerator for efficient execution. The dataflow graphs of individual ML instances, with different data dimensions, are mapped to the pipeline stages and then optimized by customized algorithms. The approach generates energy-efficient hardware for training and inference of various ML algorithms, as demonstrated with post-layout FPGA and ASIC results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in machine learning (ML) have motivated extensive deployment of ML algorithms of two types: (1) Deep ML algorithms implemented as deep neural networks (DNNs), e.g., ResNet, VGG-16, Mask R-CNN, using many convolution layers, plus operations such as pooling/activation. Their execution involves high runtime, energy, and power. (2) Shallow ML (SML) algorithms are classical ML approaches, e.g., support vector machines (SVMs), logistic regression, backpropagation, k-nearest neighbors (KNNs), and decision trees. Unlike DNNs, they do not use neural network techniques, but are based on statistical methods.

In recent years, DNNs succeeded in solving a number of previously intractable problems [1]–[3], and have brought ML-based computation into the mainstream of computer architecture. Future systems that integrate distributed sensing, computation, and actuation can now realistically be built using ML-based techniques that can provide new computational capabilities that were impossible in prior systems. Designing these hardware systems requires extreme energy efficiency, particularly in the context of distributed systems. Using DNNs everywhere within a system is not realistic: their implementation on standard hardware platforms, such as CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, or even on customized DNN-specific hardware accelerators, is not ultra-energy-efficient. In this context, SML can complement DNNs through energy-efficient execution with acceptable accuracy, especially in edge computing.

SML can provide high accuracy, appropriate to application needs, e.g., SVMs for Wi-fi localization [4], [5], pest detection [6], and cancer genomics [7]; logistic regression for relational database management [8]; and decision trees for detecting ionospheric scintillations [9] and screen content coding [10]. Some SMLs have been proven to have higher maximum accuracy than NN in many data sets [11], [12]. Improvements in execution time and energy efficiency are possible on custom hardware accelerators [13], [14]. Since SML algorithms are more heterogeneous in structure than DNNs, with different computational structures, most prior hardware acceleration methods have built dedicated hardware for each SML algorithm [15]–[19].

This paper proposes Axiline, a platform that automatically builds hardware for accelerating SML. Based on a representation of target SML algorithms using dataflow graphs (DFGs), we observe similarities in the dataflows for multiple SML algorithms. Recognizing similar computational structures in classes of SML algorithms, we motivate the use of templates for ML hardware acceleration, where each template provides an efficient hardware substructure for the class. We consider a library of templates for the most common computations, and for each target SML algorithm, we map its DFG to the templates. Axiline automatically synthesizes the register-transfer level (RTL) description of hardware accelerators, for either training or inference, for a class of SML algorithms. Using this approach, we can create a parameterized template-based design with various numbers of computational elements, bit widths, etc., to customize the hardware to target SML algorithms of specific sizes and power/energy specifications.

This work bridges the gap between general accelerators and algorithm-specific accelerators for SML. We gain computational efficiency through a template-based framework, which is general enough to address multiple SML algorithms, but creates custom hardware targeted to a specific algorithm, scoring highly on accelerator metrics (hardware power, performance, and area (PPA), and the runtime and energy for hardware execution of the ML workload), while also enhancing designer productivity through template reuse.

II. RELATED WORK

SML accelerators can be classified as follows:

General Purpose Processors. SVM algorithms can be implemented on CPUs and GPUs, facilitated by ML frameworks such as PyTorch, TensorFlow, and MXNet. An example is the RISC-V based PULP [20] used to accelerate SML in [21].

Algorithm-specific Architectures. This class corresponds to dedicated architectures that are optimized for one specific algorithm to achieve efficiency in performance, utilization, and energy. These platforms sacrifice flexibility and generality to
The execution of an SML algorithm involves the evaluation of a specific target function. Performing inference involves the implementation of the target function, while training implements an optimization process that determines the weights associated with the target function. The training computation is driven by stochastic gradient descent (SGD), an iterative optimization algorithm, to find the set of weights that minimize an objective function. Next, we present the core operations for several sets of SML algorithms, summarized in Table I.

### III. Computational Structure of SML Algorithms

The execution of an SML algorithm involves the evaluation of a specific target function. Performing inference involves the implementation of the target function, while training implements an optimization process that determines the weights associated with the target function. The training computation is driven by stochastic gradient descent (SGD), an iterative optimization algorithm, to find the set of weights that minimize an objective function. Next, we present the core operations for several sets of SML algorithms, summarized in Table I.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SML algorithm</th>
<th>Inference Target Function</th>
<th>Gradient of the Training Objective Function ($\partial f/\partial W(t)$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>$W^T \cdot X_i$</td>
<td>$(W^T \cdot X_i - Y_i) \cdot X_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>$\sigma(W^T \cdot X_i)$</td>
<td>$(\sigma(W^T \cdot X_i) - Y_i) \cdot X_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>$\theta(W^T \cdot X_i)$</td>
<td>$(\theta(W^T \cdot X_i) - Y_i)X_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommender Systems</td>
<td>$\sum_t W^T_t \cdot X_i$</td>
<td>$\sum_t(W^T_t \cdot X_i - Y_i)X_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backpropagation</td>
<td>$\sigma(W^T \cdot \sigma(W^T \cdot X_i))$</td>
<td>$(\sigma(W^T \cdot \sigma(W^T \cdot X_i) - Y_i)W^T_1 - 1)X_i$, $\sigma(W^T \cdot \sigma(W^T \cdot X_i) - Y_i)\sigma(W^T \cdot X_i)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Hardware Template Library

We introduce a library of hardware templates common to several algorithms in Table I, e.g., inner product (IP), SGD, and comparison units. These templates are specific to the SML algorithms in Table I, but the principles could be extended to optimally implement a wider range of SML algorithms. Note that the goal of the templates is to efficiently implement operations: the absence of a dedicated template does not mean that an SML algorithm cannot be implemented (because it can always be implemented using basic arithmetic operations): templates merely enable more efficient implementations.

#### Inner product templates:

The basic IP unit, illustrated in Fig. 1, has parameterized hardware blocks that implement accumulated inner product computations in each cycle. The IP unit is parameterized by the dimension of the inner product and the bitwidth. Based on data stationarity pattern, there are two types of IP templates: input-stationary (IS) or output-stationary (OS). The difference is IS IP unit must load and store the partial inner product result, and requires a SRAM or RF, which has one write and one read port. The OS IP template has higher energy efficiency than IS IP template with the same parameters. The reason for two types of IP templates is that we can map two serial IP computations to an OS IP followed by a IS IP with the same dimension to enhance energy efficiency. As another optimization, multiple IPs could be used in parallel.
**Constant comparison template**: This unit compares one input with a constant and generates a binary output, depending on which is greater, and is parameterizable by the number of bits.

**LUT template**: For some computations, a lookup table (LUT)-based implementation can be more energy efficient than arithmetic units, e.g., a sigmoid with fixed-point inputs is often implemented as a LUT that is populated based on the bitwidth and the radix point location. This unit is parameterized by the number of bits, and the number of LUT entries.

**SGD template**: The SGD unit supports the SGD computation in training, as represented by Eq. (1). The SGD unit implements two slice multiplies with \( X_i \) and learning rate, and one subtraction from weight \( W \). This unit is parameterizable by the number of bits for \( X_i \), \( W \) and the learning rate.

**Decision tree comparison template**: The decision tree template has a set of comparison units and is parameterized with the number of units, bitwidth, and depth of local SRAM or register file (RF), as shown in Fig. 2. The comparison unit can access data from local memory, implement an IP operation and compare it with input data to generate a one-bit output for a decision tree, as shown in Table I. We can use parallel units to speed up the computation, as will be illustrated in Section VI.

**Multi-functional template**: We can combine the functionality of multiple operations to build a multi-functional template (e.g., combining arithmetic operations, sigmoids, comparators), with a control signal used to select the function to be used. The unit is parameterizable by the types and number of functions, bitwidths, and all parameters for involved functions. In Section V, we will show how SML can use these units.

V. **TEMPLATE-BASED DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION**

**Template-Based Design Workflow.** The SML algorithm, specified using ONNX, is converted to an intermediate representation, the \( sr \)-DFG, generated using the Polymath compiler [27]. The \( sr \)-DFG is a recursive representation of operations that allows simultaneous access to multiple levels of operation granularity. For example, the \( sr \)-DFG node could represent an operation such as matrix multiply or slice multiply at one level of granularity, which maps to a finer-grained DFG with operations at the level of multiplies/adds.

The workflow used to develop Axiline is shown in Fig. 3. We begin by initiating a DFG traversal to map the nodes to templates and basic arithmetic units. First, the compiler tries to match the high-level nodes in \( sr \)-DFG (e.g., slice_mul, mat_mul, sum) to the templates in our library (shown as “Template match” in the figure). With an appropriate template library, it is expected that the most complex functions will map onto an element of the library; the user has the opportunity to extend the library to add new functions if needed. Not all nodes in the \( sr \)-DFG will map to a template: the nodes that are not matched are passed to low-level mapping (“Direct transfer”). The compiler then uses the \( sr \)-DFG at the lowest level, where each node is an arithmetic operation with up to two inputs and one output (e.g., add, multiply, compare). The unmapped low-level nodes are directly mapped to basic arithmetic blocks. The traversal continues until all nodes in the \( sr \)-DFG are mapped. The time complexity of mapping is \( O(N + E) \), where \( N \) and \( E \) are the maximum numbers of nodes and edges over all levels of granularity in the \( sr \)-DFG.

Because the structure of the \( sr \)-DFG is not always optimal for hardware implementation, the compiler initiates a post-mapping traversal to perform some optimizations (“Post-mapping optimization” in Fig. 3), which consists of matching and replacement for the templates. The details of these optimizations are provided in the later part of this Section. Finally, the resulting optimized design is taken through synthesis, placement, and route (SP&R) to determine the PPA, and the energy consumption for running the SML algorithm is determined, based on the total power (from the hardware PPA) and the number of cycles (from a system-level analysis).

**Flexibility.** Different from HLS tools that generate specific RTL for each algorithm, the Axiline template library involves multi-functional templates that cover more than one computation. Therefore, Axiline can map a class of SML algorithms with similar dataflow to the same hardware. In other words, our platform generates an algorithm-specific accelerator, but also can trade off energy efficiency for flexibility by building platforms that support multiple SML algorithms with similar dataflow. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the DFGs for training and inference for four SML algorithms – linear regression, logistic regression, SVM, and recommender system. Part of the dataflow for IP (for training and inference) and SGD (for training) is color-coded in yellow and blue, respectively, in Fig. 4: it is clear that these segments are the same among
these four algorithms. If we define a multi-function template that covers the computation for their distinct operations (in green in Fig. 4), then all four of these SML algorithms can be mapped into the same hardware. This is shown on the right of the figure: the upper half of the figure uses an IP stage and a multi-functional stage for inference; the lower half uses an IP stage, a multi-functional stage, and an SGD stage for training.

**Optimization rules.** To support a group of SML algorithms, the optimization must handle both their similarities and discrepancies. We create optimization rules with a list of pattern matching and replacement methods, implemented as functions in a traversal through the graph of pipeline stages. We define a set of original patterns and optimized patterns. If the pattern of nodes in traversal matches an original pattern in the optimization rule, we can replace them with an optimized pattern that is functionally equivalent but more efficient. For example, any basic computations – add, subtract, multiply – connected to an SGD template are replaced by optimized blocks (pre-SGD stage, parallel SGD stage), as shown in Fig. 5. Optimizations in this example include switching the order of slice multiplies to reduce computations (multiplication by $\mu$ in the optimized implementation to the right appears before multiplication by $X_{ij}$), and delay-balancing between the two pipeline stages.

Other optimization rules include: (1) A LUT and constant comparison block can be merged into a following pipeline stage. (2) Two or more basic computations can be combined into one pipeline stage. (3) For a training algorithm, the dimension of the SGD unit must be the same as the IP unit that accepts its output. Because the space of SML algorithms is much narrower than the wide scope of HLS, which covers a much wider range of architectures, it is possible to compactly define these rules for SML algorithms. The worst-case time complexity for optimization is $O(R(N' + E'))$, where $N'$ and $E'$ are the numbers of nodes and edges in the implementation graph, and $R$ is the number of defined rules.

**VI. Example Hardware Implementations**

**Logistic regression.** Fig. 6 shows an example of transferring an sr-DFG of logistic regression training into pipeline stages. Fig. 6(a) shows the coarse-grained sr-DFG, where the nodes “slice_mul”, “sum”, “minus”, and “sigmoid” correspond to slice multiplication, summation, subtraction, and the sigmoid function, respectively. In the first traversal, $W$, $X$, $Y$, and $\mu$ are mapped to memory transfer operations to bring data on-chip; the adjacent “slice_mul” and “sum” nodes are recognized as an IP operation and mapped into an IP template, two “slice_mul” and one “slice_minus” and recognized as an SGD operation and transferred into an SGD stage. The sigmoid function and “minus” nodes are mapped to basic templates: a LUT and an elemental subtractor, creating a four-stage pipeline.

After generating the hardware graph in Fig. 6(b), the compiler starts the optimization traversal with the original four-stage pipelined architecture. Using the rules in Section V, the sigmoid stage is merged with the minus stage and delay-balanced with the SGD stage. The architecture is then transformed into a three-stage pipeline in a post-mapping optimization (Fig. 6(c)). Any one-dimensional basic operations before the SGD stage are balanced with the SGD stage to generate a pre-SGD stage and an optimized SGD stage. The optimization includes dimension-matching: the parallel SGD output must have the same dimension as the IP in the next pipeline stage, where it sends data for the next training iteration.

**Decision tree.** Fig. 7 shows the implementation of hardware for inference on a decision tree. The decision tree comparison units in each pipeline stage is user-defined by the user: here, we choose 2 units for the first stage and 3 for the second. In the mapping process, we group the nodes in the graph based on the dimension of each stage. We map nodes (1,2) to stage 1, with 2 units. Supernote (1,2) has 3 branches with the root nodes (4, 5, 3). Because stage 2 has 3 units, (4, 5, 3), (8, 6) and (9, 7) are mapped to each of these units; if the nodes exceed the limit of defined stages, more units or stages are needed. The memory size of each comparison unit depends on the number of mapped nodes. Depending on the result of stage 1, the local memory address for stage 2 indicates the branch selected in the grouped node. A LUT-based combinational logic is generated to transfer the
binary output of one stage into the address for the next stage. The final output is the combination of outputs for each stage (Table I). During optimization, the LUT is embedded into the parallel comparison stage, as shown in the figure.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our architecture with on-chip energy and runtime for the SML algorithms in Table II, comparing Axiline against TABLA [14] (both as ASIC) and against HLS (both on FPGA). Axiline and HLS both custom-generate the hardware for each ML algorithm, while TABLA uses the same platform.

For FPGA, we use Xilinx Vivado for an Artix-7 board in 28nm. For ASIC, we use Design Composer+Innovus to run synthesis, placement and routing (SP&R) at 12nm. The RTL template in TABLA uses fixed point arithmetic, with input bitwidth of 16 and internal bitwidth of 32. We use the same setup for Axiline and HLS, and assume off-chip memory bandwidth loads up to 20 features/weights per cycle. The platform specifics are:

Axiline: We use Axiline directly transferring the sr-DFG into pipeline design and synthesize the RTL on ASIC or FPGA. TABLA [28]: We use three configurations: 4 × 4, 4 × 8, and 8 × 8 (#PUs × #PEs_per_PU). We use the static scheduling algorithm in [14] to analyze the number of cycles.

HLS: We use C++ code to convey the same dataflow information as sr-DFG and then use the Vitis HLS platform to transfer the C++ code into RTL. We add a pipeline directive in the outer loop (among input vectors), and use the same initiation interval as Axiline to generate pipeline designs. The number of cycles is generated from Vitis.

Axiline+HLS: We combine Axiline and HLS for FPGA implementation, first using Axiline to generate architectures, then Vitis HLS to optimize the C++ description of the architectures.

We select different target clock periods (TCPs) during SP&R as timing constraints. For SP&R on the Artix FPGA, the TCPs range from 10–100ns in steps of 5ns, and we only keep the data points with slack in (−5ns, 5ns). For ASIC SP&R, we use TCP = 500ps, 1000ps, 1500ps, 2000ps, 3000ps, 4000ps.

For each benchmark, we generate the hardware PPA tradeoff curve and report the design point with the lowest energy. We report the energy consumption and runtime within the same plot by normalizing the number of input vectors to 10,000. In FPGA implementation, we report the resource usage, which is the summation of LUT, register, and DSP usage.

Comparison to TABLA. We compare the on-chip energy and runtime of accelerators generated through Axiline and TABLA, both in ASIC implementations, for all benchmarks in Table II, with the exception of decision trees, which are not supported by TABLA. Figs. 8 show the comparisons, respectively, for training and inference hardware.

Our designs achieve an average of 98% energy saving and 3.5× speedup for the inference benchmarks, and 94% energy saving and 3.1× speedup for the training benchmarks. The energy consumption of the TABLA PE array is at least an order of magnitude higher than our algorithm-specific designs for several reasons. (1) The TABLA design needs more instances (e.g., buffers, buses, memories, etc.) and complex control logic as it is a general-purpose accelerator for multiple ML algorithms, while we focus on improved system performance, energy, and hardware PPA by customizing our solution. (2) Our design maps high-level operations (e.g., IP, MatMul, SGD) onto dedicated IP units and SGD units, which is more efficient than mapping low-level operations (e.g., multiplication, addition) to arithmetic units, as in TABLA. (3) TABLA does not utilize all PEs/PUs in every cycle due to its generality; in contrast, our dedicated hardware has better utilization.

Comparison to HLS. The energy and runtime comparison between our design and HLS-generated design on the Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA platform for all benchmarks (including decision trees) in Table II is illustrated in Fig. 9. Axiline-generated accelerators save 29.7% of energy on average compared to HLS-generated accelerators, with a speedup of 1.35×. Axiline+HLS designs can save 39.2% of energy on average compared to HLS-generated designs, with a speedup of 1.38×. For training benchmarks, both Axiline-generated designs and Axiline+HLS designs achieve better energy efficiency and shorter runtime than HLS-generated designs. For inference benchmarks, especially the two small benchmarks (Linear-55 and Logistic-54) which are simpler to synthesize, HLS-generated designs can achieve a shorter runtime than Axiline designs, but Axiline-generated designs can save 23.7% of energy on average. Axiline+HLS design can achieve 1.06× speedup. Most importantly, Axiline and Axiline+HLS designs significantly outperform HLS on the larger benchmarks with more operations (e.g., backpropagation and recommender systems).

In addition, given that the performance of Axiline+HLS designs significantly depends on the optimization implemented in HLS, our Axiline+HLS results are not optimal. This indicates that Axiline and HLS are not mutually exclusive: Axiline can be improved with HLS technologies. HLS may generate an efficient design if the SML algorithm has a very simple dataflow, e.g., inference for linear regression, which only includes one IP operation. For more computational algorithms, acceleration by directly using HLS on dataflow is less energy-efficient than using Axiline or Axiline+HLS methods.
VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents Axiline, a simple and effective template-based methodology for accelerating SML algorithms. Axiline first maps the nodes among any levels of granularities in sr-DFG of SML algorithms to pipeline templates, then optimizes the pipeline design by matching and replacement of the predefined patterns among pipeline stages, and finally generates algorithm-specific accelerators to achieve higher energy efficiency. We compared the results to TABLA and directly using HLS. Axiline-generated designs can achieve 96% lower energy, 3.3 × speedup compared to TABLA and 29.7% lower energy, 1.35 × speedup compared to HLS. However, Axiline and HLS are not mutually exclusive, and Axiline can be improved with HLS tools. A combined Axiline+HLS design can achieve 39.2% lower energy, 1.38 × speedup than HLS.
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